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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter presents the findings and discussions of the study referring to 

the propossed research problems. The finding related to the educational values 

found in the Shawshank Redemption movie directed by Frank Darabont and to 

what extent those values build up the total story of the movie. 

 

A. Findings and Analysis 

The next step of this research proces is presenting the findings of 

educational values found in Shawshank Redemption movie directed by Frank 

Darabont and the researcher uses the 18 educational values that states by 

KEMENDIKNAS to analyze the movie. The value that can analyse are religious, 

honesty, tolerance, discipline, working hard, creativity, independence,democracy, 

curiousity, spirit nationaly, loving homeland, appreciating achievement, 

communicative, loving peace, like to read, enviromental care, social sensitivity, 

and responsibility.  
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1. Educational Values found in Shawshank Redemption Movie 

Directed by Frank Darabont 

Based on the result of document analysis, these are working hard, 

discipline, religious, independence, environmental care, social sensitivity, like 

to read, creativity, appreciating achievement, communicative. 

 

a. Hard work 

Working hard is a great deal of effort or endurance. The researcher gets 5 

data (segment) containing of educational values, especially hard work. The data 

are extended in a segment as datum 1,2, 3, 4 and 5. Then, the data can be found in 

a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

Red Redding ( Morgan Freeman) explain the carrier background of Andy 

Dufrense (Tim Robbins) when Andy come in the Shawshank in early 1974. He 

amazed to Andy because in the young age he can be vice president of a large 

bank. Red make an opinion that there is something special about Andy. He pays 

attention to Andy since he come to Shawshank. He try to find more information 

about him. 
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Line  Player   Utterance 

1  Red   On the outside, he’d been vice president 

     of a large Portland bank. 

2  Red   Good work for a man so young. 

 From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Hard 

Work from Red Redding (Morgan Freeman). It can be seen in the utterance “On 

the outside, he’d been vice president of a large Portland bank. Good work for 

a man so young.” From that dialogue Researcher know that Red explain how 

Andy is a man that doing working hard. Because, at the young age Andy can be a 

vice president of large Portland bank. Why Andy can be vice president of a large 

bank? Because, he has finished his education seriously. So, Andy can take this 

position. Because of his hard working in learning he got a good work for a man so 

young. Ought to, students in now period be like Andy who learn hard to get best 

achievement and make the parents proud. 

Datum 2 

Context: 

when Andy ask permission from head master of prison to write a letter per 

week for state senate to get funds and use it to expanding the library. And then, 

the warden gives permission for Andy. He supports Andy’s wish if it makes him 

happy.  The warden see that Andy will make a change in the Shawshank 

especially the library.   
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Line   Player   Utterance 

1  Red   so Andy starts writing 

2  Red   a letter a week  

 From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Hard 

Work from Red Redding (Morgan Freeman). It can be seen in the utterance “so 

Andy starts writing a letter a week”. Red tells the beholders about Andy’s hard 

working. He said that Andy will expanding the library. And Andy, doesn’t has a 

funds for it. So, he asks the permission to the warden for write a letter and he will 

send it to state senate in every week. After it, the warden gives permission and 

Andy start to write a letter a week. The reader can imagine, how Andy is the hard 

worker. After got the permission he does it seriously and not makes the warden 

disappointed. Andy never make trust from the warden useless. From that 

explanation, the writer conclude that hard worker appreciation is suitable for 

Andy. 

Datum 3 

Context:  

Brook has out from Shawshank. Because, his parole is over and he out 

from the Shawshank. And then, He was placed in the shelter house and was 

employed in a Food-Way called the brewer. In the food-way he got a job to 

bagging groceries. The job is not to hard for a young man. But, Brook is an old 

man and it is hard to him.  
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Line  Player   Utterance 

1  Brook   Bagging groceries at the Food-Way. 

2  Brook   it’s hard work and I try to keep up 

 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Hard 

Work from Brook (James Whitmore). It can be seen in the utterance “Bagging 

groceries at the Food-Way. Its hard work and I try to keep up.” That 

utterance explains about the old man named Brook who get a job in the food-way. 

The readers can see that Brook is hard worker here. The fact, although he was old 

and his power is weak not like he in young age in the past. He aware if he is not 

working hard to take care of him self, he will die. Because, in real life he doesn’t 

have a family. His family is in Shawshank, it be a home for him. After out of the 

Shawshank, he should do anything by self. 

Datum 4 

Context: 

Andy has received funds from state senate and he doesn’t satisfy. After his 

big effort in writing a letter for state senate and never give up, he got something 

proudly. State senate gives him a funds and some book for his library project. He 

feels that it is less from his hope, he believes will get more funds from state senate 

with more effort. Andy, sends the letter in six years every week and finally state 

senate give up to rejects Andy’s letter. 
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Line  Player   Utterance 

1  Andy   from now on, I’ll write two letters a week instead  

of one. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Hard Work from 

Andy Dufresne (Tim Robbins). It can be seen in the utterance “from now on, I’ll write 

two letters a week instead of one.” The readers can imagine, Andy considers that six 

years is brief time. For the common people, six years is a very long time and absolutely 

will bored to do it. But, not to Andy who a man that has a hard worker character. He never 

gives up till he satisfies and consider all have enough for him. In our religion we have 

learn that people should do a hard working and never give up. Because, the happiness will 

come to our live automatically. 

Datum 5 

Context:  

Andy escape from Shawshank in 1966 with tunnel in a wall. Red believe that a 

man can make a tunnel in a big wall like in the Shawshank will take 600 years to done it. 

But, Andy did it less in 20 years. In the morning, when the guard checks every cell in the 

Shawshank, Andy doesn’t appear. The guard repeat the instruction for Andy to go out 

from the cell. But, the situation is unchanged, Red and the other Andy’s friends are afraid 

if Andy is suicide.  And then, the guard get in Andy’s cells and the guard is surprised that 

the cell is empty. the guard report this incident to the warden. And then, the warden give 

instruction to find him life or die to the prison again. That morning, all of guard in the 
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Shawshank go out to find Andy. But, they just found a muddy set of prison clothes, a bar 

of soap and an little old rock hammer. 

Line   Player   Utterance 

1  Red   I had thought it’d take a man 600 years 

2  Red   to tunnel through the wall with it. 

3  Red   Old Andy did it in less 20 years. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Hard Work from 

Red Redding (Morgan Freeman). It can be seen in the utterance “I had thought it’d take 

a man 600 years to tunnel through the wall with it. Old Andy did it in less 20 years.” 

Red tells the beholders that Andy has escaped from Shawshank. Andy just need time less 

in 20 years to make a tunnel in wall and use it to escaped. He use a little rock hammer. 

Every night when the other are sleep, he dig. And then, in every morning he throw the 

trace of dig to the yard with his pocket pants that have been ripped.  Andy do this every 

day and till it be a tunnel. So, Andy use it to escape. Because of his hard work and big 

effort, he can deceive the guard without mistrust. 

 

b. Discipline 

Discipline is action that is regulated to be in accordance (or to achieve 

accord) with a particular system of governance. The researcher gets 3 data 

(segment) containing of educational values, especially Discipline. The data are 
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extended in a segment as datum 1,2, and 3. Then, the data can be found in a 

specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

Norton says welcome to the new prisoner in the Shawshank. He gives 

instruction that in here everybody should loyal in rule of the prison. Every 

prisoner, make a line up before enter their cell. The warden introduces the guard 

chief in the Shawshank and he will control their life in Shawshank. He explains 

about the principals of the prison and they don’t permitted to collide it.  

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Norton  I believe in two things: Discipline and the Bible. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Discipline from 

Norton (Bob Gunton). It can be seen in the utterance “I believe in two things: Discipline 

and the Bible.” Norton is a man who uphold the Discipline character. He stresses that in 

this prison, every body do everything in discipline, like wake up in the morning, wear the 

clothes orderly etc. in real life, we can use this educational value for the students. 

According to Norton, discipline is a important in life. Because, without it life is not 

organized. If the students are discipline, they will be a good people.  
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Datum 2 

Context: 

When Andy got instruction from the warden that he should meet librarian named 

Brook. Brook is an old man who manage a library more than 50 years and the warden 

think that he needs a helper. So, the warden sends Andy to help him in the library. In the 

library, Andy says the instruction from the warden and Brook give welcome to Andy with 

big smile. Brook explain how long he in this prison and manage the library. And then he 

invite Andy to surround side by side of the library. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Brook  Every evening I load up the chart and make my rounds. 

2  Brook  I enter the names on this clipboard here. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Discipline from 

Brook (James Whitmore). It can be seen in the utterance “Every evening I load up the 

chart and make my rounds.” And “I enter the names on this clipboard here.”  That 

sentence gives an explanation that Brook is discipliner. Because, every morning he load 

up the chart and make rounds. He was old, but never ignore the discipline thing. This is 

lesson for the young people, if discipline planted in heart it never dies till the time is over. 

So, discipline should teach in early age properly.  
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Datum 3 

Context:  

When the new prisoner come to Shawshank after Andy has a reliance to manage 

the library and help the guys to get their high school diploma. The new prisoner named 

Tommy came to Shawshank in 1965, and he want Andy to help him to get high school 

diploma. In this year, Andy have been a librarian substitutes for Brook because Brook had 

been out from the Shawshank. Usually, Andy help the other prisoner to get their high 

school diploma with a class like in a general school. And then, Tommy got the 

information about this so he want to get his high school diploma from Andy’s help. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  Good. Because if we do this, we do it all the way. 

2  Andy  A hundred percent, nothing half-assed. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Discipline from 

Andy (Tim Robbins). It can be seen in the utterance “Good. Because if we do this, we do 

it all the way. A hundred percent, nothing half-assed.” Why said like that? Because, he 

wants Tommy to be a discipline people so every effort, every time that have done not to 

useless. And then, he told Tommy that if do something should a hundred percent nothing 

a half-assed. Because, if do something in half-assed we will suffer. This value effective in 

real life, because if do something in a joke we will never get a success. So, do all the best 

with discipline and you will get a good achievement in the future.  
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c. Religious 

Religious is relating to, or involved with religion, or living and worshiping according 

to the beliefs of a particular religion. The researcher gets 1 data (segment) containing of 

educational values, especially Religious. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1 

Then, the data can be found in a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context: 

Norton says welcome to the new prisoner in the Shawshank. He said that 

in the Shawshank everybody should be a religious people. Because, he believes 

that fate is true. He believes in God and everybody are not allowed to blaspheme 

in God. He do it for the goodness, and hope that can make peace in the prison. 

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Norton  I believe in two things: Discipline and the Bible. 

3  Norton  put your trust in the lord. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Religious from 

Norton (Bob Gunton). It can be seen in the utterance “I believe in two things: Discipline 

and the Bible. Put your trust in the lord.”  That sentences explain how the religion is 

important in life. The Bible as the holly book of Cristiani should be a compass (al-Qur’an 

in Islam). And then, put the trust in the lord is important thing to, why? Because, you 
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can’t determine your future life. Just God can make your life good or bad in the future. 

So, Trust life in the Lord and you will safe.  

 

d. Independence  

Independence is a condition of a nation, country, or state in which its residents and 

population, or some portion thereof, exercise self-government, and usually sovereignty, 

over the territory. The researcher gets 1 data (segment) containing of educational values, 

especially Independence. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1 Then, the data 

can be found in a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

When Red describes about the Andy’s first night in the Shawshank. Red bet two 

packs of cigarettes with his friends. Bet that Andy will cry in the night like the new 

prisoner before. Every new prisoner come to Shawshank Red betting with his friends. 

This time, Andy come to Shawshank and Red bet for him, he supposes that Andy will cry. 

But, all of his supposition is wrong. Andy never made a sound, ang still quiet.   

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Red  He never made a sound. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Country
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereign_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereignty
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 From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Independence 

from Andy Dufresne (Tim Robbins). It can be seen in the utterance “He never made a 

sound.” That sentence is a man who has independence character. He still quiet to face his 

problem. Although, he feels sad and complicated in his mind. When he is in the cell and 

no one accompanying him, he can think that his problem will finish later. This value can 

use in real live, because when we face the big problem we don’t to confuse. And then, 

don’t always to depend on other people help. Trust that you can solve your problem. 

Sometime, people can help you, but not to all. You should trust in your ability and make 

your own world.   

 

e. Environmental Care 

Environmental care is a character that care about environment for good future. The 

researcher gets 1 data (segment) containing of educational values, especially Religious. 

The data are extended in a segment as datum 1 and 2 Then, the data can be found in a 

specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

When Brook give food to the bird in his pocket. And it happens at breakfast 

session in the morning with others prisoner. In that session, Andy found the larva in his 

food and he want to throw it. And then, Brook ask question to Andy, does Andy will eat 

that and Andy says that he doesn’t to eat that. And then, Andy gives the larva to Brook. 
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Brook says that the larva is nice and ripe. Andy feel disgusted, and suppose that Brook 

will eat that. Apparently, Brook gives it to his bird in his pocket. Andy just keep silent 

and continue his breakfast.  

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Brook  I’m going to look after him until he’s big enough to fly. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Environmental care 

from Brook. It can be seen in the utterance “I’m going to look after him until he’s big 

enough to fly.”  The sentence before, tells us that Brook is a man who has an 

environmental care character. Although, he is in the prison he makes use of time to take 

care of little bird who fall from his nest. Should be avowed, that environmental care is 

important in live. If people don’t care about the environment, so who will take care and 

continue this beautiful nature? Ought to, all of us do the useful acts.  

Datum 2 

Context:  

When Brook after works from food-way, he feels lonely and want to get 

something that can entertain his loneliness. He fells sad after out from Shawshank, 

because it like home, his family are in Shawshank. After out from Shawshank, he life all 

alone in the world. After that, he goes to the park and feed the bird while remember his 

bird named jack that he takes care till he can fly. 
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Line   Player   Utterance 

1  Brook  I go to the park and fed the birds. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Environmental care 

from Brook. It can be seen in the utterance “I go to the park and fed the birds.” That 

sentence tells us that Brook has a big care for environment. He feels happy if give benefit 

to the environment like feed the birds. There is not financial loss when care to the 

environment, because it will give benefit to us to. Start from now, we will improve our 

sympathy to environment. So, we will be a good people. 

 

f. Social Sensitivity 

Social sensitivity describes the proficiency at which an individual can identify, 

perceive, and understand cues and contexts in social interactions along with being socially 

respectful to others. The researcher gets 6 data (segment) containing of educational 

values, especially Social Sensitivity. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1,2, 3, 

4, 5, and 6 Then, the data can be found in a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

Someday, the warden makes a prize contest for layering the roof of prison. Andy 

and his friends, checked in this contest. And then, the warden chooses Andy and friends to 

join in this agenda. Next, when Andy and Friends work in the roof, Andy listen Mr. 
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Hadley’s conversation with other guard about the Mr. Hadley’s money that have a tax 

from bank. Absolutely, Andy as an ex vice president of bank knows about this problem 

solving. And then, he tries to give solution for Mr. Hadley. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  Mr. Hadley, do you trust your wife? 

What I mean is, do you think she’d go behind your 

back? If you trust her, you can keep that 35,000. 

    Thirty-five thousand, All of it, Every penny. 

    If you want to keep it, give it to your wife. 

    The IRS allows a one-time-only gift to your spouse for  

up to $60,000 Tax-Free. IRS can’t touch one cent. 

    It’s legal. Ask the IRS. They’ll say the same thing. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Social sensitivity 

from Andy. It can be seen in the utterances” Mr. Hadley, do you trust your wife? What 

I mean is, do you think she’d go behind your back? If you trust her, you can keep 

that 35,000. Thirty-five thousand, All of it, Every penny. If you want to keep it, give 

it to your wife. The IRS allows a one-time-only gift to your spouse for up to $60,000 

Tax-Free. IRS can’t touch one cent. It’s legal. Ask the IRS. They’ll say the same 

thing.” That sentences explain, that Andy has a big social sensitivity. Andy cares about 

other people problems and by chance he knows the problem with his background 
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education as professional banker. So, when we have a knowledge, don’t save it in your 

mind. Use it to help the other, and make the situation better. Improve your social 

sensitivity with see, listen, and pay attention to the social live. 

Datum 2 

Context:  

When the volunteer drink beer on the roof with the guard in afternoon. Because, 

when Andy has told the solution of Mr. Hadley’s problem he gives Andy and his friends 

some drink in under hot sun ray. Before it, Mr. Hadley and the other guards seem like 

vicious to the Andy and friends. And then, after Andy give a solution and it is a true Mr. 

Hadley and other guards be a friendly. And then, Red sit down near of Andy to offer some 

drink, and Andy reject it. After this moment, Andy gives some advice to Red. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  Chess. Now there’s a game of kings. 

    Civilized. Strategic. 

    And total fucking mystery. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Social sensitivity 

from Andy. It can be seen in the utterance “Chess. Now there’s a game of kings.”, 

“Civilized. Strategic.” and “And total fucking mystery.”  That sentences tell us, that 

Andy give more attention to the social life. His social sensitivity is better than the other. 

He can analyze the social creation, and how the system of social made by ruler. He made 
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a metaphor that civilized strategic is like a chess that have a total mystery. If someone 

don’t have a big social sensitivity, they will not know the real social situation. So, as the 

good people, we should pay more attention to the social situation like Andy does.  

Datum 3 

Context:  

After Andy got punishment from the warden because he plays a song in the 

announcement’s funnel. He has punished because, reputed make a stir in prison. The 

warden and the guards catch by surprise Andy at information room. Andy lock the door so 

the guards rend the mirror. After that, he sent to the infirmary by the guards as a 

punishment for his action. And now, he gets out from infirmary so his friends want to give 

some gift to him. 

Line  Player   Utterance 

1  Red  Andy could use a nice welcome back when  

he gets out of the infirmary. I figure we owe him that 

much for the  beer. Let’s get him some rocks. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Social sensitivity 

from Red. It can be seen in the utterance “Andy could use a nice welcome back when he 

gets out of the infirmary.”, “I figure we owe him that much for the beer.” and “Let’s 

get him some rocks.” The sentences tell us that don’t to forget the merit from someone 

that have given to us. This is a social sensitivity, because without merit from the other we 
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get some benefit or instead save from die. The thing like that should be improve in real 

live, so you can life in peace and never walk alone. 

Datum 4 

Context:  

Someday Brook miss his bird named Jack. Because the bird big enough to fly and 

he has dismissed him to the real word. After work, he drops in the park and feed the birds 

while think about Jake. He thinks how Jake in the outside without him. He afraid that Jake 

can’t make a good social life. And then he just makes a wish for Jake because now far 

from him.  

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Brook  I hope, wherever he is, he’s doing okay and making new  

friends. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Social sensitivity 

from Brook. It can be seen in the utterance “I hope, wherever he is, he’s doing okay and 

making new friends.”  So, after read this sentence the researcher know that making new 

friend in the foreign place is the important thing to do. Because, if we don’t makings new 

friends, whit whom we will interact? Researcher believe that it will be a big problem. 

Because, in the foreign place we don’t have friends to know and it hard to social life. For 

example, if we in the foreign place and we don’t know the direction and nobody can’t 

help, what should we do? Absolutely, we need a friends wherever we are 
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Datum 5 

Context:  

Someday, Andy and Red are in the library to organize the book. They are discuss 

something about Shawshank and finally Andy tells Red about what he does during he got 

a trust from the warden. Andy said that in the outside he was a honest man but he come to 

this as a crook same like Red. And then, in this prison he wants to give benefit to the other 

although he as a prisoner but he believes that doing something goodness is legal. 

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  A fine line, maybe, but I also built that library and used  

it to help guys get their high school diploma. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Social sensitivity 

from Andy. It can be seen in the utterance “A fine line, maybe, but I also built that 

library and used it to help guys get their high school diploma.” That sentence explains 

helping someone is good thing. Andy built the library and use it to help people to get their 

high school diploma for together goodness. Andy aware that help the other is good thing, 

although he doesn’t get wage in that time he will get it someday from something that 

never guess before. From that value the reader can learn that life is not only for money, 

but make the other happy give befit are more important. 
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Datum 6 

Context:  

When Andy reminds Red about the hope in life in his letter. This event happens in 

the yard at the evening. Like the usually, Red and Andy always make a conversation and 

discuss something. In this event, Andy tells Red about hope in their life. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  Remember, Red. Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of  

things. and no good thing ever dies. "Get busy living or  

get busy dying." 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Social sensitivity 

from Andy. It can be seen in the utterance “Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of 

things. And no good thing ever dies. Get busy living or get busy dying."  The 

sentences explain that in life people should have a hope. Because a hope is a good thing. 

It can make your dream come true and Andy believes that no good thing ever dies like 

hope. In real life, when we don’t have a hope we will not have a direction. For example, 

you want to be success man and you don’t have a hope to realize it. Absolutely, the 

success will not come instantly. So, plant the hope in heart and find the way to bring it to 

reality. 
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g. Like to Read 

Reading is a process undertaken to reduce uncertainty about meanings a text conveys. 

The researcher gets 2 data (segment) containing of educational values, especially Like to 

Read. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1 and 2. Then, the data can be found 

in a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

When Andy’s comrade named Bogs wants to ruin to Andy with a sharp thing. The 

location of this incident is in the mechanic room. Bogs and friends want to do something 

evil to Andy. They don’t like with Andy, and then they want Andy get some course. Bogs 

wants to make Andy submissive for him. But, Bogs failed to do it, because Andy explain 

something that make Bogs cancel his plan. 

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  I read it. You know how to read, you ignorant? 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Like to Read 

from Andy. It can be seen in the utterance “I read it. You know how to read, you 

ignorant”. This sentence enough to point out that Andy is a man who like to read. 

Without reading, Andy can’t explain to Bogs and do nothing. In this value, teach us that 

like to read is important, why it is important? Because, read is make your knowledge 

better and you can make change your world with it. So, improve your reading skill and be 

a smart people. 
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Datum 2 

Context:  

When the warden visits the cells of prisoner include Andy. He wants to know that 

the prisoner brings the Bible and read it. In addition, he checks the cells from dangerous 

thing like weapon to keep the prison safety. The warden accompanied by the guards, and 

ask Andy to face the wall during the investigation. After it, the warden ask some question 

to Andy, to ensure that Andy Read the Bible. 

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Warden Pleased to see you reading this (bible). Any favourite  

passages? 

2  Andy  "Watch ye, therefore, for ye know not when the master 

    of the house cometh." Mark 13:35. 

3  Warden I've always liked that one. But I prefer "I am the light of  

the world. Ye that followeth me shall have the light of 

life."  John, chapter 8, verse 12. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Like to Read 

from Andy and the Warden. It can be seen in the utterance “"Watch ye, therefore, for ye 

know not when the master of the house cometh." Mark 13:35.” And “I've always 

liked that one. But I prefer "I am the light of the world. Ye that followeth me shall 

have the light of life." John, chapter 8, verse 12.” That sentences tell us, how the 
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important of reading. The warden, who should manage the prison still pay attention to his 

prisoner about reading. Reading can make people better in knowledge, because read is the 

window of the world. Above all, read the holly book, can make reader give more 

appreciation to life and more thank God. So, improve the reading and we will get more 

benefit. 

 

h. Creativity  

Creativity is an ability to use imagination to produce a novel idea or product that is 

useful to society. The researcher gets 2 data (segment) containing of educational values, 

especially Creativity. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1 and 2. Then, the data 

can be found in a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context:  

When Andy and his friends breakfast together and Brook tell the story of Andy 

and Mr. Dekins. The Brook’s story is about Mr. Dekins who ask for Andy’s help to 

manage his son education program. This event happens when Andy and friends breakfast 

in the morning. Brook enthusiasm in telling the story, because he proud of Andy who can 

be friends with guard. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  It might do more than that. How about expanding the  
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library? Get some new books. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Creativity from 

Andy. It can be seen in the utterance “It might do more than that. How about 

expanding the library? Get some new books.” This is a good creativity from Andy, 

because he thinks in long period of time. He wants to expanding the library because now 

the library is less of book, the building is old and less of tools. A creative idea appears on 

Andy’s mind, and he will realize it soon. From this value, the researcher believes that 

creative idea is need in real life. How we can make an innovation without it?  Nothing, 

nothing can be an innovation if we don’t think creatively. 

Datum 2 

Context: 

When Andy explain to Red where the deposits go. In the morning at the library, 

Andy discuss with Red as usually. Andy explain to Red that so many moneys come to 

Shawshank. Ang Andy, who have to manage it from the warden instruction. Yes, the 

warden has gave this job to Andy but he doesn’t know all of the process. Just Andy who 

know all of it and he do it well. Andy knows that the many moneys is dirty because the 

warden do a corruption. So, Andy manipulate it without the warden know it. 

Line   Player  Utterance 

1  Andy  I channel it. Filter it. Funnel it. Stocks, securities,  

tax-free municipals. I send it out into the real world,  
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and when it comes back. 

2  Andy  Sure you can, if you know how the system works.  

It's amazing what you can accomplish by mail.  

Mr. Stevens has a birth certificate driver's license,  

Social Security. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Creativity from 

Andy. It can be seen in the utterance “I channel it. Filter it. Funnel it. Stocks, 

securities, tax-free municipals. I send it out into the real world, and when it comes 

back”. And “Sure you can, if you know how the system works. It's amazing what you 

can accomplish by mail. Mr. Stevens has a birth certificate driver's license, Social 

Security.” This is a big creativity, because Andy do it without other people know include 

the warden. He is a genius one because has learn more than the other. So, he can minimize 

evil thing with his shrewdness. From this value, the reader can learn that learn seriously 

can make better to understand thing that other people don’t know it. But, don’t use your 

shrewdness into the bad act and damage the other. 

 

i. Appreciating Achievement 

The researcher gets 2 data (segment) containing of educational values, especially 

Creativity. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1. Then, the data can be found in 

a specific dialogue in bold. 
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Datum 1 

Context:  

When Andy have a punishment because he made a stir and the warden get him 

into the hole in a week. Red is good friend, it proofs that he always pays attention to 

Andy. When Andy got punished into the hole, he feels pity to Andy. He thinks that Andy 

has serviced more for him and want to give appreciation. And now, he get out from the 

hole, so Red and friend want to give something to Andy. 

Line  Player  Utterance 

1  Red  Andy was as good as his word. He wrote two letters a  

Week instead of one. In 1959, the state senate finally  

clued in to the fact  they couldn't buy him off with just a  

$200 check. Appropriations  Committee voted an annual  

payment of $500 just to shut him up. And you'd be 

amazed how far Andy could stretch it. He made deals  

with book clubs, charity groups.  He bought  

remaindered books by the pound. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Creativity from Red. 

It can be seen in the utterance “Andy was as good as his word. He wrote two letters a 

week instead of one. In 1959, the state senate finally clued in to the fact they couldn't 
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buy him off with just a $200 check. Appropriations Committee voted an annual 

payment of $500 just to shut him up. And you'd be amazed how far Andy could 

stretch it. He made deals with book clubs, charity groups. He bought remaindered 

books by the pound.”  From Red explanation, the researcher knows that he doing 

appreciating achievement. Because, he tells that many big efforts from Andy has done. 

Red thinks that give appreciation to Andy is suitable to do. This value teach that you don’t 

think who will reply your big effort. Although, you feel tired, you waste your time and 

maybe your cost used up for good thing. Don’t be afraid, God will reply it through 

surprised event. 

 

j. Communicative 

The researcher gets 1 data (segment) containing of educational values, especially 

Creativity. The data are extended in a segment as datum 1. Then, the data can be found in 

a specific dialogue in bold. 

Datum 1 

Context: 

When Red, Andy and their friends breakfast at the morning after Andy back from 

hole. And Andy tells what he feels in the hole in a week. His friends ask many question 

and Andy answer it with smile. After his friends finished to know something from Andy, 

Red tells Andy about something. Andy just listen and try to understand what is Red aims.   
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Line  Player  Utterance 

4  Red  Hope? Let me tell you something, my friend. Hope is a  

dangerous thing. Hope can drive a man insane. It's got  

no use on the inside. You'd better get used to that idea. 

From that dialogue, we can get the educational values, especially Communicative 

from Red. It can be seen in the utterance “Hope? Let me tell you something, my friend. 

Hope is a dangerous thing. Hope can drive a man insane. It's got no use on the 

inside. You'd better get used to that idea.” In this session, Red want to give explanation 

for Andy. He afraid that Andy will get wrong way to walk on his life. So, Red tells that 

Andy should throw the big hopes in his life. Don’t worry if we have a hope, but if it too 

big, it can make a man insane. This value is communicative, because Red tells to Andy 

and Andy understand. If it doesn’t communicative, absolutely there is not understandable. 

So, make better your speaking, to give good information for someone. The mutual 

communication is, when the each other are understand and can inform the things. 

 


